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Studies on Yoruba have typically ignored or undervalued the place of word structure 

within a generative grammar. This neglect has a far reaching effect on the study of the 

language first, because words are the basic units in the description of any language and 

second, because the Y oriiba word structure offers a microcosm of some of the descriptive 

problems of sentences in the language. In this paper, therefore, we shall take a critical look at 

the notion, head, in the Y oriiM morphology within a variant of the Generalised Phrase 

Structure Grammar (GPSG henceforth) developed by Cann (1986). 

2 Theoretical Preliminaries 

Cann ( 1986) rejects a bar level approach to phrase structure as exemplified, for 

example, in Jackendoff ( 1 'n7) and proposes a two feature approach that defines phrases in 

terms of the primitive syntactic notions of 'constituent incompleteness' and 'lexicality' as in 

(1). 

(l) (a) 

(b) 

<MAXIMAL,->: 

<LEXICAL,+>: 

constituent incompleteness 

lexicality 

In line with the categories/features in Gazdar et al (1985), the two features in (1) define the 

four possible categories in (2). 

(2) (a) {} (complete, non-lexical) 

(b) {<MAXIMAL,->} (incomplete, lexical) 

(c) {<LEXICAL,+>} (compete, lexical) 

(d) {<MAXIMAL,->, <LEXICAL,+>} (incomplete, lexical) 

According to Cann (1986: 107), constituent incompleteness 'denotes incompleteness in terms 

of the structure in which an expression is found. It does not provide a ones and for all 

definition of the status of a particular string of words but its status within a larger string'. 
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Thus, we may analyse the string in (3a) as in (3b-e). Category abbreviations are given in 

brackets. 

(3) (a) A'9 funfun ti mo ra 'The white cloth that I bought': 'non-lexical, 

complete' (NP) 

(b) A'9 funfun 'The white cloth': 'non-lexical, incomplete' (NI) 

(c) mo 'I': 'lexical, complete' (NM); 'ra' 'buy': lexical, complete' (VM) 

(d) ti 'that': 'lexical, incomplete' (NL) 

The structure of (3a) is shown in (4). 

(4) 

------

NP 

NI ----NI 

m< "AM ~ ~S 

I I I i 'I 
As9 funfun ti mo ra 
'The white cloth that I bought' 

3 The Structure of Words 

Syntactic categories, as described above, are defined according to whether they 

analyse complete or incomplete expressions while the domain of syntactic processes is 

determined by the instantiation of the feature, LEXICAL For words, however, lexicality is 

fixed and defines the domain of lexical rather than syntactic processes. Here, the notion, 

· 'word,' is taken as primitive and defined as X[+LEX] which means a lexical category that is 

neither a stem nor an affix. Lexical categories are also defined parallel to the syntax with the 

uses of two single-valued features denoting non-word (ie stem) and affix. LEX is a set of 

lexical features. These lexical features appear with their own lexical entries which means that 

they do not appear through the operation of word formation rules. (Sc-f) give us the four 

categories that (Sa-b) define. 

(5) (a) <WORD. -> 

(b) <AFFIX, +> 

(c) 

(d) 

{}: Word(W) 

{<WORD,->}: 
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(e) {<AFFIX,+>, <WORD,+>}: Clitic(C) 

(f) {<AFFIX,+>, <WORD,->}: Affix(A) 

(g) Feature Cooccurence Restriction: [F] --->[+LEX], Fi:: LEX 

(Sc) is the category 'word', (Sd), the category 'stem' (non-affixal, non-word), (5e) is a clitic 

(affixal, word) and (Sf) is the category 'affix' (affixal, non-word). It should be noted, 

however, that given the definition of a stem as 'that which is left of a word when all 

inflectional affixes have been removed' (Hartman and Stork 1976: 219) and as there is no 

inflectional affixes in the language, it would not be accurate to say that the stem is a lexical 

category in Yoruba. Thus, if 'au<?' (the act of not going) is taken as a word, then, 'iii' (a 

derivationalmorpheme) (see Owolabi 1995: 108 note 3) will be an affix and 'IQ' (to go), a 

word. Items such as 'mo' (I), 'o' (you) which have been described as clitics by Pulleyblank 

(1986) do not take part in the derivation of new words in the language. Given (6), we can 

exemplify (5) as (7). 

(6) Mo j6 ij6 fllji 'I dance to fllji music' 

(7) (a) {} (W): jQ 'to dance, liQ. 'dance', f@. 'ft1J1 music' 

(b) {<AFFIX,+> <WORD, +>}(C): filQ. 'I' 

(c) {<AFFIX, +><WORD, ->} (A): i._'the derivational morpheme in i.iQ..'to 

dance' 

There is also a restrictive feature instantiation principle operating within lexical 

structure called the Lexical Feature Principle. The principle states that the LEX feature set of 

a daughter must be an extension of that of the mother. For Y orilb:i, as we cannot say that 

there is the category, stem, and as clitics do not take part in the derivation of new words, this 

principle will allow only the relations between mother and daughter in the lexical trees in (8). 

(8) (a) {} 

I 
{} 

(b) {} 

r 
{<AFFIX,+> <WORD,->} 

(8) (c) {<AFFIX,+> <WORD,->} 

I 
{<AFFIX,+> <WORD,->} 
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4 The Notion 'Head' in Morphology 

Recent generative work has given much space to the discussion of the head af a 

word in morphological processes. Lleber ( 1981: 55) says that 

in syntax, the head of a phrase is the element in the phrase that has the same 

distribution and belongs to the same category as the phrase itself. The 

definition of morphological head is meant to be analogous. The head of a 

word is the element that has the same category and notion of morphological 

head and the Right Hand Head Rule. in fact, serves to define the allowable 

routes among which features can percolate up nodes c:L a lexical tree 

Williams (1981: 13) also states that the category of the derived word is always non-distinct 

from the category of its head, in English, usually the rightmost constituent 

It is easy to recognise the notion head in syntax. In fact, head has been used to 

divide the languages c:L the world into two. A language is either a head first or a head last 

language. For instance, while Y orubli and English are head-first languages, Japanese is a 

head-last language. (9) shows these clearly. 

(9) (a) English 

(i) NP: ~ c:L English 

Yon)bli 

(ii) VP: 1!m!&!!1 a ball (iii) PP: in the house 

(i) NP: A!Q. dudu '9Q!h black' (A black cloth) 

(ii) VP:!! ba.18 '!1!il: shoe' (buy shoes) (iii) PP: n! ile 'in house' (in the house) 

~ 
(i) VP: Watashi wa nihonj in s!@!y 'I Japanese mn' (I am Japanese) 

(ii) PP: Nihon ni. 'Japan in' (in Japan) (Cook 1988:8). 

As mentioned above, in much current generative work. 'head' in morphology is 

seen as analogous to 'head' in syntax. This analogy comes from the assumption that if a 

(morphologically) complex word manifests a certain grammatical category, then, that 

category is carried onto one of its constituents (a morpheme) which is to be considered as the 

head of that word. The reverse is also refened to as valid, the categorial feature of the head is 

percolated to the whole word. 

If we assume, following Aronoff (1976), that all lexical structure are binary 

branching, then, we can reduce word formation process to the general rule in (10) which 
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simply says that a lexical category may immediately dominate a lexical head (H) and some 

otherlexical category, Y. 

(10) X[+LEX} ---> H, Y 

If (10) is the Immediate Dominance Rule (IDR) for Yoruba, the question is, what 

will be the Linear Precedence Statement (LPS) for the language? In other word, is the head 

going to be at the left hand or right hand? To answer this question, we have to look at how 

new words are derived in the language. 

Owolabi ( 1995: 92) recognises two classes of Y oriiba prefixes. The first class, listed 

in (lla), attach to Verbs/VPs to form nouns while the class 2, listed in (llb), attach to 

Nouns/NPs to form nouns. 

(lla) a-, e-, h l-, o-, 9-, ii-

a-, e-, ~-, i-, o-, 9-

al-, on-, on-, ati-
(llb) oni-, oni-

Ow6labi ( 1995) classifies the class I prefixes as heads because they are category

changing prefixes as in 'a+l9' (prefix+ go)---> '3!9' (going) which has the structure in (12a) 

where we abbreviate affix as 'a' and word as 'w'. 

(12a) /Nw 
Na "'-..Nw 

I f 
a 19 

prefix go 'going' 

He does not recognise the class 2 prefixes as head because, according to him, they are not 

category changing. What he fails to realise is that even within a category, there can still be 

some subcategorisation and it is the head that determines such subcategorisation. For 

example, in English, both !lli!!l and manhood are nouns but the abstractness of manhood is 

caused by the addition of the hood hence, hood is the head of the derived word. In the same 

manner, whether we recognise oni/oni as the derivational morpheme used to derived the 

agentive or emphatic form of the noun base (see Ow6labf 1995: 108 footnote 4) or that Q is 

the agentive morpheme (Aw6bilhiyi 1978: 87) in such words as 'oru1e' (the owner of a 
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house), the fact is that the derived word owes its new subcategorisation to the affix, hence 

the affix is the head. The structure of S!!!IS. (the owner of the house) could be either ( l 2b) or 

(12c). 

(12b) (12c) 

prefix house prefix have house 

'owner of a house' 

Here, we can also discuss such derived words as !mi. (mine) and ~ (a 

pregnant woman) which OyelMall (1987) says are derived from the combination of the 

derivational morphemes, li and i!l2i with the base nouns, Soi and gl'.!fil respectively. Their 

structures are shown in ( 13a) and (13b). 

(13a) /Nw.........._ (l3b) 

Na Nw 

/Nw 

Na/ "Nw 

! l I I 
abi OyUn 

prefix me prefix pregnancy 

'mine' 'a pregnant woman' 

Asin thederivationof d,(theownerofthe house) in (12), it is the morphemes, .!i. and abi 

that change the subcategorisation of lmli. (mine) and aboyUn (a pregnant woman) 

respectively, hence, they are the heads. 

Apart from the derivations discussed above, from Ow6Iabf (1984 and 1985) and 

Oyelaran ( 1987), the Y orilbli derived nouns can be classified as follows. 

(14) (i) Partial reduplication ofVerbs/VPs as in lilo 'going' from ll! 'go' and 

'•lil9' as in 'Qiil.Q' (grinder) from '19' (grind) (Ow6labf 1995: l 09 

footnote5) 
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(ii) The combination of a noun and a derived adjective as in akoja (a 

male dog) from ako and ,ii Ji is derived from ~through the 

deletion of the initial vowel, 'a'. Ogbevekii 'an Ifa verse' is also 

derived from Ogre 'an !fa verse' and Ovekii 'an !fa verse' through 

the same process. 

(iii) Full reduplication of Nouns/NPs as in (a) kobo k6bo (one k<;>bg 

each), ruiframii@ (one naira each) (b) ilc!dele (from house to 

house), ~(many), omok6mo (any child), (c) bataombata 

(somebody's shoes), ise onise (somebody's work), (d) ojoojllm6 

(everyday) and osoosii(every month) 

(iv) Sentence words such as Oluwatemi (a name) and ActewOle (a 

name) 

(v) Full reduplication of VP as in jagunjagun (soldier) and~ 

(fisherman) 

(vi) Full or partial reduplication of conjunctions/conjunction phrase as 

in (a) tabf-tabf or (b) tabi-siigb6n as in the sentence, 'ko sf tabf 

~iigb\}niko sf tabf tabi' (There is no doubt about it) and (c) ati ojO 

ati eerun (both in rain and in sunshine, ie 'all the time'). 

We shall discuss (14 i-vi) one by one. 

The case of the head resulting from regressive partial reduplication of the verb/VP 

base is straightforward. The prefix which results from the regressive partial reduplication of 

the verb/VP is category-changing (ie !.Q (go) ---> lilo (going). It changes the verb/VP to a 

noun, hence, it is the head of the derived word. 

(15) 

Ci!O CF ... 

(15) says that if a verb-word consists of at least a consonant and a vowel, the consonant can 

be reduplicated regressively and the vowel 'iii' inserted between the resulting reduplicated 
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consonant and the verb. Examples are lik!. (going) from l!i (go) and *Ii& in !l&Q. (grinder) 

from !.2 (grind). 

The derivation of such words as~ (grinder) from *Ii& and g__ (ie aaye) (being 

alive, surviving, living) from~ (Owolabi 1995: 109 footnote 5) shows that, in support of 

Cann (1986), we are rejecting 'Aronoff's (1976) word based approach to word formation 

and take up a position more like that of Halle (1973) where affixes, stems and words are all 

stored in the lexicon and are input to word fonnation rules, irrespective of whether the output 

of these are actually attested words' (Cann 1986: 111 ). 

Oyelaran ( 1987) also discusses the case of a derived noun where a derived adjective 

is combined with a noun. According to him, in the derivation of such words as OgbCyS!cU 

(an lfa verse) and m_ (a male dog), the initial vowels of the nouns OvekU (an lfa verse) 

and iii (a dog) are elided and the derived adjectives, ~ and .ii are combined with the 

nouns~ (an lfa verse) and J11ie. (a male) to form Ogl>Cy!kti and ~respectively. The 

structure of OgbCyekli which is representative of such derivation is ( 16) 

(16) Nw 

N/ .......... Aw 

I I 
OgbC y~ 'an lfa verse' 

Ow61abf (1985) recognises five types of nouns derived through full reduplication. 

They can be represented by (17). 

(17) (a) OfOOtU (monthly) from Q!Y. (a month) 

(b) k9b9k9b9 (one ki.>bQ each) from~ (one ki.>bQ) 

(c) bata onfbata (somebody's shoes) from !!A. (shoes) 

(d) (i) iledele(from house to house)from ~(a house) (ii) 9P919P9 (many) 

from bl!2 (many) and (iii) 9fl19kQm9 (any child/a bad child) from 

2!!l!2 (a child). 

(e) ile rilarila (big houses) from ile rila (a big house) 

As in compound sentences in syntax, both osoosii(monthly) derived from osii (a month) and 

koookooo (a k9b9 each) derived from ~ (one ki.>bQ) are double headed and their 
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derivation can be diagrammed as (18). We ignore the phonological processes involved in 

their derivation here. 

(18a) /Nw""'-
Nw Nw 

I I 
o~u 

'monthly' 

(18b) /NW 

N w' ""'-N w 

I I 
kQb{> 

'akl?b{>each' 

As for bataonfbata (somebody's shoes), oruoata (the owner of shoes) is derived first before 

the addition of tBta (shoes) to form bataoruoota (somebody's shoes) with tBta (shoes) as 

head. The structure is shown in ( 19). 

(19) 

'somebody's shoes' 

Jled€le (from house to house), which is representative of (17d), is derived from the 

combination of a verb phrase and a noun as in (20) with M_ (a house) as head. 

(20) 

'from house to house' 

Ile nla nla (big houses) which Owolabi (1985) regards as a derived word can be treated as 

(21) with M_ (a house) as head. 
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(21) 
/Nw-----

Nw ~AP~ 

l I i 
ne rua rua 

'big houses' 

We can treat O!.Uwat!mi (a name) and~ (a name) in (14iv) as Sentence 

words, in which case we may not need to account for their heads within morphology. 

Alternatively, we can treat then as noun words in which case their heads will be affixes 

which are realised as zero morphemes. The structures of both derivations are shown in (22). 

(22a) 
/Sw-----

NM /VP 

I i "'i 
Olliwa f~ mi 'a name' 

(22b) 

'a name' 

The derivation of (22b) can be compared with that of the verb, 'bomb', from the 

noun, 'bomb', whose derivation is often said to be unmarked but which, in actual fact, has a 

derivational morpheme which is realised as zero. We can explain the non-realisation of this 

derivational morpheme by making use of what Zwicky (1985: 432) calls the rules of 

allomorphy which can be stated informally as follows: 

(23) (a) A given bundle of features can have several different formatives as its 

exponent in different contexts. An example of this is the Yorilbi 
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progressive marker which is realise as Ji in a statement and m3a in 

an imperative. 

(b) A given formative can serve as the exponent of several different 

feature bundles in different contexts This can be exemplified by 

the use of m3a as the future and habitual markers in 'Olu maa maa 

19' (Olu will continue to go). 

( c) A formative serving as the exponent for bundles of morphosyntactic 

features may be absent An example of this is the non--0eeurrence 

of the IDS after the subject pronoun as in 'Mo 19' (I went) when 

compared with 'Dada il9' (Dada IDS go 'Dada went'). 

It is (23c) that we shall use to account for the non-realisation of the derivational 

morpheme in Oluwifemi (a name) in (22b). We shall also use the same rule to derive (14 v

vi), the structures of which can be shown as follows: 

(24a) /Nw-----
Na -----VP------

/VP "-..._ ,,,/VP-............_ 
VM VM VM VM 

.l I f I 
0 .ia ogun ja ogun 

'a soldier' 

(24b) 

N/w----CP* 

I '(- "r 
0 13ti 13ti 'but but' 
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(24c) /Nw----
Na -----CP----

/CP..__ /CP-........ 
CM NM CM NM 

I I I I 
e m ~o m ~ 

'in rain and sunshine (ie all the time)' 

Again, the question can be asked as to what the linear precedence rule should be for 

the Y orilba derived nouns. From the analysis above, the linear precedence rule should be 

(25) which shows that Y orilba still maintains its head first rule of syntax in morphology, at 

least in the derivation of nouns. 

(25) H<Y 

S Conclusion 

Although left-hand Heads are said to be exceptional in languages, our analysis have 

shown that, apart from compounding or full reduplication which are double headed, as in 

syntax, Y orilba is a language with a left-hand Head in morphology. By this we mean that it 

is through the leftmost constituent that 'features are percolated up nodes of a lexical tree' 

(Ueber 1981: 55). 

Note 
* CP stands for Conjunction Phrase. 
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